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Truly a time of religious conflict, Europe was split between a myriad of religious beliefs varying from
calvinism to catholicism. In recent discovery it was found that greater than 50 percent of clergy were killed
during the Black Death. I have been to numerous Bar and Bat Mitzvahs, Communion parties, and even a
couple of different religious weddings. He made a move by posting and dispersing his 95 theses and left a big
mark on religious development, which created a branch of human faith, and later encouraging change in the
Roman Catholic Church. I however found these rituals helped me to put myself in a place of true worship and
reflection. None of the trademark holders are affiliated with this website. What two types of religions are in
our world today? There was a lot to admire about this Catholic service making it a memorable one. While
technically a Protestant faith, the Mormons generally share more doctrine with the Catholics. Members of the
church relied on the teachings of the priest due to the lack of printed bibles and low literacy rates. The Roman
Catholic church was created when the Eastern and Western churches divided in , with the Roman Catholic
church coming from the Western church Matlins. Epiphany of Our Lord, located at 13th and Jackson streets,
was this beautiful building filled with huge stained glass windows and statues of Saints on the outside. There
have been many times over the past decades were overt forms of oppression have been present when a
dominant religious group takes over a subordinated group. Men are the dominant gender when looking at the
Roman Catholic religion, as they have the authority and power to hold a church session and women do not. In
the 11th grade, I took an ethics class at my Catholic, all-girl prep school. Council of Trent- played a huge role
in the spiritual renewal of the Catholic Church. My visit to a Catholic church 5 Pages Words Growing up, my
family never practiced any religion. This started a rebellion and a revolution. One of the earliest and the
original Catholic environmentalist is Saint Francis of Assisi. This is of particular importance because I come
from a country that suffered genocide and I am now missioned in Chinaâ€”a country that persecutes
Christians; sometimes with the complicity of the Clergy The nervousness was quickly lifted from me the
moment I walked in. The Catholic Church has had a spotty history, oppression and persecution ruled ancient
times and even some modern thought. Many smaller windows showed different Apostles and Saints. Men and
women of all ages and races were seated together, and some were kneeling and praying, even before the
service started. It guarantees the freedom from religion in the public domain so that no one is oppressed by
religion and everyone is seen equally. Time was an important factor as everything was done on time and the
service followed the pamphlet they gave me when entering and the service ended at the time scheduled. For
example, many people believe that purgatory is part of their afterlife. According to the Encarta World
Dictionary, religion is people's beliefs and opinions concerning the existence, nature, and worship of a deity or
deities and divine involvement in the universe and human life. It gained significant force in the arts, education,
religion, politics as well as their capability to alter the feudal structure through their wealth and power Also
influenced men to fight in Crusades. All immigrants have origin stories, which impacted their new homelands.
One large component of culture is gender roles. The experience was a wonderful one; however, a few things
were not so impressive to me during this first visit to a catholic church. I must say that coming from a
background that sees church as a very relaxed affair, there was something very nice about the ritual and
recitation of the prayers and creeds. Be sure to support your answer with evidence from our class sources. The
most important thing in this divine tradition is the Bible, its text determined and disseminated by the church. I
prayed and had confession because it was what I was told to do. Church tended to ally herself with more
conservative elements of society Church and State: Should issues of the church and state be separate? Partly to
stop this kind of sin and other forms, the Inquisition of the Catholic Church was implemented


